Video Submission Guidelines

NO PURCHASE OR PAYMENT OF ANY KIND IS NECESSARY TO ENTER OR WIN. BY PROVIDING A SUBMISSION, SUBMITTER AGREES TO BE BOUND BY THESE OFFICIAL RULES AND THE DECISIONS OF THE JUDGES, WHICH SHALL BE FINAL IN ALL RESPECTS.

In honor of Sexual Assault Awareness Month, Start by Believing of Central Virginia invites groups across the Central Virginia area to submit a video showing why their group starts by believing when speaking with survivors of sexual assault. For more information about this organization, please visit http://www.startbybelieving.org/

1. **Contest Timing**
   a. Submission will be accepted beginning March 1, 2016 at 12:01 AM and will run until April 1, 2016 at 11:59 PM. Winners will be announced on April 6, 2016 at the “Rally for Survivors”.

2. **Submission Guidelines**
   a. To enter, submissions must be received within the aforementioned timeframe. Submissions should be emailed as an attachment to RVAbelieves@gmail.com. The video’s format and size must adhere to YouTube’s specifications. The videos will then be viewed and (at the organizers’ discretion) uploaded to the Start by Believing Central Virginia YouTube account.
   b. Videos will be no longer than 2 minutes.
   c. The person uploading the submission will be deemed the submitter. The submitter is the one person who is the authorized account holder of the e-mail address associated with that submission. If a group elects to collaborate on a submission, the group is required to designate one person as the agent of the group to enter the contest and to agree to these rules. Enter as often as you wish. All submissions must be received and recorded within the contest submission period. The organizer’s computer is the official timekeeping device for this contest. All submissions are subject to YouTube’s terms of use found at www.youtube.com/t/terms.
   d. Submissions cannot defame, misrepresent or contain disparaging remarks about START BY BELIEVING CENTRAL VIRGINIA, its participating partners, or survivors of sexual and domestic violence. START BY BELIEVING CENTRAL VIRGINIA reserves the right to and will, screen submissions prior to posting them to the Video Contest YouTube webpage. By providing a submission, you agree that your submission may be posted on START BY BELIEVING CENTRAL VIRGINIA-related websites, in START BY BELIEVING CENTRAL VIRGINIA's sole discretion. START BY BELIEVING CENTRAL VIRGINIA has no obligation to use or post any submission you submit. By providing a submission, the submitter grants to START BY BELIEVING CENTRAL VIRGINIA, an exclusive, perpetual, transferable license to copy, publish, broadcast, display, distribute, use, edit, translate, alter, combine with other material, reuse and adapt any or all portions of the submissions in any way and for any purpose whatsoever, at any time, now or in the future, in any media now known or hereafter devised throughout the world in any manner whatsoever and for any purpose. Submissions that are not in accordance with the guidelines as stated herein or are not received during the contest submission period will be ineligible. Submissions cannot (a) be sexually explicit or suggestive, violent or derogatory of any ethnic, racial, gender, religious, professional or age group, profane or pornographic, contain nudity or any materially dangerous activity; (b) promote
alcohol, illegal drugs, tobacco, firearms/weapons (or the use of any of the foregoing), any activities that may appear unsafe or dangerous, or any particular political agenda or message; (c) be obscene or offensive, endorse any form of hate or hate group; and (d) depict, and cannot itself be in, a violation of any law. By submitting a submission you warrant and represent that it: (a) is your or your team's original work, (b) has not been previously published, (c) has not received previous awards, (d) does not infringe upon the copyrights, trademarks, rights of privacy, publicity or other intellectual property or other rights of any person or entity; (e) that you/your team have obtained permission from a person who is used in the submission or whose name, likeness or voice is used in the submission, if any, and (f) that publication of the submission via various media including online posting, will not infringe on the rights of any third party rights. Any such submitter will indemnify and hold harmless START BY BELIEVING CENTRAL VIRGINIA and parties donating prizes from any claims to the contrary. Any submitter whose submission includes likenesses of third parties or contains elements not owned by the submitter (such as, but not limited to, depictions of persons, buildings, trademarks or logos) must be able to provide legal releases for such use including START BY BELIEVING CENTRAL VIRGINIA’s use of such submission, in the model/image release form provided on the contest website or another form satisfactory to START BY BELIEVING CENTRAL VIRGINIA, upon request, prior to award of prize and/or naming of submitter as a finalist. Any submission that, in the sole opinion of START BY BELIEVING CENTRAL VIRGINIA, is deemed to be inappropriate for publication is ineligible. Incomplete, illegible, false, deceptive or garbled submissions are not eligible. All submissions become the sole property of START BY BELIEVING CENTRAL VIRGINIA, and will not be acknowledged or returned. By submitting a submission, you agree that your submission is gratuitous and made without restriction, and will not place START BY BELIEVING CENTRAL VIRGINIA under any obligation that START BY BELIEVING CENTRAL VIRGINIA is free to disclose or otherwise disclose the ideas contained in the submission on a non-confidential basis to anyone or otherwise use the ideas without any additional compensation to you. You acknowledge that, by acceptance of your submission, START BY BELIEVING CENTRAL VIRGINIA does not waive any rights to use similar or related ideas previously known to START BY BELIEVING CENTRAL VIRGINIA, or developed by its employees, or obtained from sources other than you.

3. Submission Categories
   a. Submissions will be judged by the number of likes the video receives.
   b. Winners will be recognized at the “Rally for Survivors” on April 6, 2016.

4. Video Sharing
   a. Groups are encouraged to share their video via the group’s social media, email lists, etc. in order to get the most views and likes. This will also spread awareness for the campaign.
   b. The organization will promote the first five videos received through the contest, when they are posted to the page. Following that, the organizers will promote the general contest and YouTube page, not individual videos.
Video Release Form

I agree that this submission may be posted on START BY BELIEVING CENTRAL VIRGINIA-related websites, in START BY BELIEVING CENTRAL VIRGINIA's sole discretion. I grant to START BY BELIEVING CENTRAL VIRGINIA, an exclusive, perpetual, transferable license to copy, publish, broadcast, display, distribute, use, edit, translate, alter, combine with other material, reuse and adapt any or all portions of the submissions in any way and for any purpose whatsoever, at any time, now or in the future, in any media now known or hereafter devised throughout the world in any manner whatsoever and for any purpose. I acknowledge that submissions not in accordance with the guidelines as stated herein or are not received during the contest submission period will be ineligible.

I warrant and represent that this video:
1. is my or my team's original work,
2. has not been previously published,
3. has not received previous awards,
4. does not infringe upon the copyrights, trademarks, rights of privacy, publicity or other intellectual property or other rights of any person or entity;
5. that I/my team have obtained permission from a person who is used in the submission or whose name, likeness or voice is used in the submission, if any, and
6. that publication of the submission via various media including online posting, will not infringe on the rights of any third party rights.

I agree to indemnify and hold harmless START BY BELIEVING CENTRAL VIRGINIA and parties donating prizes from any claims to the contrary. I acknowledge that this submission will become the sole property of START BY BELIEVING CENTRAL VIRGINIA, and will not be acknowledged or returned. I understand that this submission is gratuitous and made without restriction, and will not place START BY BELIEVING CENTRAL VIRGINIA under any obligation; that START BY BELIEVING CENTRAL VIRGINIA is free to disclose or otherwise disclose the ideas contained in the submission on a non-confidential basis to anyone or otherwise use the ideas without any additional compensation. I acknowledge that, by acceptance of this submission, START BY BELIEVING CENTRAL VIRGINIA does not waive any rights to use similar or related ideas previously known to START BY BELIEVING CENTRAL VIRGINIA, or developed by its employees, or obtained from other sources.

By signing this form I acknowledge that I have completely read and fully understand the above submission guidelines and release and agree to be bound thereby. I hereby release any and all claims against START BY BELIEVING CENTRAL VIRGINIA utilizing this material.

Full Name___________________________________________________

Email Address________________________________________________

Signature____________________________ Date________________________